FORTY VERSES ON REALITY

Invocation
Could there be a being-consciousness existing apart from that
which (eternally) is? Since that Reality exists in the Heart, free of
thought, who could meditate upon that Reality called the Heart?
You should know that to remain within the Heart, as it is, is truly
to meditate (upon the Heart).1
When those who are in dread of death seek refuge at the feet of
the deathless, birthless Lord Supreme,
their ego and attachments die;
and they, now deathless, think no more of death.

Text
1. Since we know the world, we must concede for both a common
source, single but with the power of seeming many. The picture
of names and forms, the onlooker, the screen,
the light that illumines, — all these are verily He.
1

Orig. trans. reads: Unless Reality exists, can thought of it arise? Since, void of
thought, Reality exists within as Heart, how to know the Reality we term the
Heart? To know That is merely to be That in the Heart.

ULLADU NARPADU*

Mangalam
U¿¿a-dala du¿¿a-vuœar u¿¿adá vu¿¿a-poru¿
U¿¿a-laŸa vu¿¿attÉ u¿¿a-dÅl –– u¿¿a-menum
U¿¿a-poru¿ u¿¿alevan u¿¿attÉ u¿¿a-paØi
U¿¿adÉ u¿¿al uœar-vÅyÉ –– u¿¿e**

Maraœa-baya mikku¿a-vam makka¿ara œaga
Maraœa-bava millÅ magÉsan –– chara-œamÉ
SÅrvar-tañ sÅrvoØu-tÅñ sÅvuÊÊŸÅr sÅveœœañ
SÅrvará sÅvÅ davar-nittar –– pÅrvai-sÉr

Nul
1. NÅmulagaÙ kÅœØa-lÅl nÅnÅvÅñ sakti-yu¿a
Ürmudalai oppal oru-talaiyÉ –– nÅma-vuru
Chittira-mum pÅr-pÅnum chÉrpaØa-mum Åro¿i-yum
Attanai-yun tÅnÅm avanulagu –– karta-nuyir
* In kalivenba metre.
** The last words of the second and forth lines of each verse are punctuated with
a long dash (—) to indicate a break according to the kalivenba metre.
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2. On three entities — the individual, God and the world, —
every creed is based. That ‘the One becomes the Three’ and
that ‘Always the Three are Three’, are said only while the ego
lasts. To lose the ‘I’ and to stay in the Self is the State Supreme.
3. ‘The world is true!’ — ‘no, it is a false appearance’; ‘The world
is mind!’— ‘no, it is not’; ‘The world is pleasant!’— ‘No, it is
not’. What avails such talk? To leave the world alone and know
the Self, to go beyond all thought of one and two, this egoless
condition is the common goal of all.
4. If Self has form, the world and God likewise have form. If Self
is without form, by whom and how can form (of world and
God) be seen? Without the eye, can there be sight or spectacle?
The Self, the real eye, is infinite.
5. The body is made up of the five sheaths;
in the term body all the five are included.
Without the body the world is not.
Has one without the body ever seen the world?
6. The world is made up of the five kinds of sense perceptions
and nothing else. And those perceptions are felt as objects by
the five senses. Since through the senses the mind alone
perceives the world, is the world other than the mind?
7. Although the world, which stands before us, and the mind
arise and subside together, it is through the mind that the world
shines forth. That which is the perfection that shines without
appearing or disappearing as the place where both the world
and the mind appear and disappear, is indeed the Real.2
2

Orig. trans. reads: Though the world and mind rise and fade together, the world
shines by the light of the mind. The ground whence the world and mind arise, and
wherein they set, that Perfection rises not nor sets but ever shines. That is Reality.
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2. Mummuda-lai emma-damu muŸko¿-¿um ármu-dalÉ
Mummuda-lÅi niŸku-menØŸu mummuda-lum –– mum-mudalÉ
Yennal-ahaÙ kÅram irukku-maÊÊÉ yÅn-keÊÊu
Tannilai-yil niÊÊŸal talai-yÅguÙ –– konnÉ
3. Ulagumei-poit táÊÊŸam ulagaŸi-vÅm anØŸen-ØŸu
Ulagu-sukam anØŸen ØŸurait-ten –– ulagu-viÊÊut
Tannai-yárn donØŸi-raœØu tÅnaÊÊŸu nÅnaÊÊŸa
Annilai-yell Årkkum oppÅ-mânÉ –– tunnum

4. Uruvan-tan Åyin ulagu-param aÊÊŸÅm
Uruvan-tan anØŸel uvaÊÊŸin –– uruvat-taik
KaœœuŸu-dal yÅva-nevan kaœœalÅr kÅÊchi-yuœØá
Kaœœadu-tÅn anda-milÅk kaœœÅmÉ –– yeœœil
5. UØal-pañcha kása uruvada-nÅl aindum
UØalennuñ chollil oØuÙ-gum –– uØalanØŸi
UœØá ulagam uØalviÊ Êulagat-taik
KaœØÅr u¿ará kazhaŸu-vai –– kaœØa
6. Ulagaim pulan-ga¿ uruvÉ-Ÿan ØŸavvaim
Pula-naim poŸik-kup pula-nÅm –– ulagai-manam
OnØŸaim poŸi-vÅyÅl árndiØu-da lÅnmanattai
AnØŸi ulaguœØá aŸai-nÉrÉ –– ninØŸa
7. UlagaŸi-vum onØŸÅi udit-toØuÙgu mÉnum
Ulaga-Ÿivu tannÅl o¿irum –– ula-gaŸivu
TánØŸi-maŸai daŸkiØa-nÅit tánØŸi-maŸaiyÅ do¿irum
PânØŸa-mÅm ahØe poru-¿ÅmÅl –– yÉnØŸa-dÅm
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8. Under whatever name or form we worship It, It leads us on to
knowledge of the nameless, formless Absolute. Yet, to see one’s
true Self in the Absolute, to subside into It and be one with It,
this is the true knowledge of the truth.
9. ‘Twos’ and ‘threes’ depend upon one thing, the ego. If one
asks in one’s Heart, ‘What is this ego?’ and finds it, they slip
away. Only those who have found this know the truth, and
they will never be perplexed.3
10. There is no knowledge without ignorance; and without
knowledge ignorance cannot be. To ask, ‘Whose is this
knowledge? Whose this ignorance?’ and thus to know the
Primal Self, this alone is knowledge.
11. Without knowing the Self that knows, to know all objects is
not knowledge; it is only ignorance. Self, the ground of
knowledge and the non-Self, being known, both knowledge
and ignorance fall away.
12. True knowledge is being devoid of knowledge as well as
ignorance of objects. Knowledge of objects is not true
knowledge. Since the Self shines self-luminous with nothing
else for It to know, with nothing else to know It, the Self is
knowledge. A void 4, It is not.
13. The Self that is awareness, that alone is true. The knowledge
which is various is ignorance. And even ignorance, which is
false, cannot exist apart from the Self. False are the many jewels,
for apart from gold, which alone is true, they cannot exist.
3

“Twos” are pairs like pleasure-pain, knowledge-ignorance; “threes” are triads
like the knower, knowledge and the known.
4
Orig. trans. reads: Nescience, It is not.
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8. Yeppa-yariÊ Êevvuru-vil yÉt-tinumÅr pÉr-uruvil
Apporu-¿aik kÅœ-vazhiya dÅyinu-mam –– meip-poru¿in
Uœmaiyil-tan uœmai-yinai árndo-ØuÙgi onØŸu-dalÉ
UœmaiyiŸ kÅœal uœarn-diØuga –– viœmai
9. IraÊÊai-ga¿ muppuØi-ga¿ enØŸum-onØŸu paÊÊŸi
Irup-pavÅm avvon-ØŸÉ denØŸu –– karut-tinu¿
KaœØÅŸ kazhalu-mavai kaœØÅ-vare uœmai
KaœØÅr kalaÙ-gÅrÉ kÅœiru¿-pán –– maœØum
10. AŸi-yÅmai viÊÊaŸi-vin Øram-aŸivu viÊÊav
AŸi-yÅmai inØŸÅ-gum anda –– aŸivum
AŸiyÅ-maiyum Årkken-ØŸam mudalÅn tannai
AŸi-yum aŸivÉ aŸi-vÅm –– aŸiba
11. AŸi-vuŸun tannai aŸiyÅ dayalai
AŸiva daŸi-yÅmai anØŸi –– aŸivá
AŸi-vayaŸ kÅdÅrat tannai aŸiya
AŸi-vaŸi yÅmai aŸumÉ –– aŸavÉ
12. AŸi-vaŸi yÅmai-yum aÊÊŸa-daŸi vÅmÉ
AŸi-yuma duœmai aŸi-vÅgÅdu –– aŸi-darku
AŸi-vittaŸ kanniya-min ØŸÅya-virva dÅl-tÅn
AŸi-vÅgum pÅzhan ØŸaŸi-vÅi –– seŸi-vÅya

13. JñÅna-mÅm tÅnÉ-mei nÅnÅvÅ jñÅna-mañ
JñÅna-mÅm poyyÅm-ajñ jñÅnamumÉ –– jñÅna-mÅn
Tannai-yanØŸi inØŸaœi-ga¿ ÊÅm-palavum poimei-yÅm
Ponnai-yanØŸi uœØá pugaluØa-nÅn –– ennu-mat
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14. ‘You’ and ‘he’ — these appear only when ‘I’ does.
But when the nature of the ‘I’ is sought and the ego is destroyed,
‘you’ and ‘he’ are at an end.
What shines then as the One alone is the true Self.
15. The past and future depend for their existence upon the present
which is experienced daily. Whilst they are occurring, these too
are the present. The present alone exists. To attempt to understand
the past and future without having ascertained the truth of the
Now is like trying to count without the number one.5
16. Without us there is neither time nor space. If we are only
bodies, we are caught up in time and space. But are we bodies?
Now, then and always, — here, now and everywhere — we
are the same. We exist, timeless and beyond space.
17. To those who do not know the Self and to those who do, the body
is the ‘I’. But to those who do not know the Self the ‘I’ is bounded
by the body; while to those who within the body know the Self
the ‘I’ shines boundless. Such is the difference between them.
18. To those who do not know and to those who do, the world is
real. But to those who do not know, Reality is bounded by the
world; while to those who know, Reality shines formless as the
ground of the world. Such is the difference between them.
19. The debate, ‘Does free will prevail or fate?’ is only for those
who do not know the root of both. Those who have known
the Self, the common source of free-will and of fate, have passed
beyond them both and will not return to them.
5

Orig. trans. reads: Past and future are dependent on the present. The past was
present in its time and the future will be present too. Ever-present is the
present. To seek to know the future and the past, without knowing the truth of
time today, is to try to count without the number ‘One’.
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14. Tanmai-uœØel munnilai paØark-kaiga¿ tÅm-u¿avÅn
Tanmai-yin uœmai-yait tÅnÅyndu –– tanmai-yaŸin
Munnilai paØark-kai mudi-vuÊÊŸonØŸÅi-o¿irum
TanmaiyÉ tannilai-mai tÅnida-mum –– mannum
15. Nigazh-vinaip paÊÊŸi yiŸap-pedirvu niŸpa
Nigazh-kÅl avaiyu nigazhvÉ –– nigazh-vonØŸÉ
YinØŸuœ-mai tÉra diŸap-pedirvu tÉra-vunal
OnØŸinØŸi yeœœal unaluœara –– ninØŸa-poru¿

16. NÅmanØŸi nÅ¿Édu nÅØÉdu nÅØuÙ-gÅl
NÅmuØambÉl nÅ¿-œÅÊÊu¿ œÅm-paØuvam –– nÅmuØambá
NÅminØŸan ØŸenØŸu-monØŸu nÅØiÙ-gaÙ gengu-monØŸal
NÅmuœØu nÅœaØil nÅmâ-nam –– Åmiv
17. UØal-nÅnÉ tannai uœarÅrk kuœarn-dÅrkku
UØa-la¿ave nÅntan uœa-rÅrku –– uØa-lu¿¿É
Tannuœarn-dÅrk kellai-yaŸat tÅno¿iru nÅniduvÉ
Inna-vardam bÉda-mena yeœœu-vÅi –– munnÅm
18. Ula-guœ-mai yÅgum uœar-villÅrk ku¿-¿Årkku
Ula-ga¿a-vÅm uœmai uœa-rÅrkku –– ulagi-nukku
ÄdÅra mÅiuru-vaÊÊŸÅ-rum uœarn-dÅr uœmai
ÖdÅ-gum bÉdam-ivark keœœuga –– bÉda
19. Vidi-madi mâla vivÉkam ilÅrkkÉ
Vidi-madi vellum vivÅ-dam –– vidi-madi gaÊku
Ür-muda-lÅn tannai uœarn-dÅr avai-taœan-dÅr
ChÅr-vará pinnu-mavai chÅÊÊŸuvÅi –– chÅr-bavai
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20. To see God but not the Self that sees is only to see a projection
of the mind. It is said that God is seen by him alone who sees
the Self; but one who has lost the ego and seen the Self is none
other than God.
21. When scriptures speak of ‘seeing the Self ’ and ‘seeing God’,
what is the truth they mean? How to see the Self? As the Self is
one without a second, it is impossible to see it. How to see
God? To see Him is to be consumed by Him.
22. Without turning inwards and merging in the Lord, in His
light that shines within the mind and lends it all its light,
how can we know the Light of lights
with the borrowed light of the mind?
23. Since it is insentient, this body does not say ‘I’.
And no one says: ‘When I am asleep I do not exist’.
After the ‘I’ arises, all else arises. When (one) investigates with
a keen mind whence this ‘I’ arises, it will disappear.6
24. The body, which is matter, says not ‘I’. Eternal awareness neither
arises (nor disappears). Between the two, bound by the body,
arises the thought of ‘I’. This is the knot of matter and awareness.
This is bondage. This is jiva, the subtle body or ego. This is
samsara. This is the mind.
25. Holding a form it arises; holding a form it stays; holding and
feeding on a form it thrives. Leaving one form, it takes hold of
another. When sought, it takes to flight. Such is the ego ghost
with no form of its own.
6

Orig. trans. reads: The body says not it is ‘I’. And no one says, “In sleep there is
no ‘I’.” When ‘I’ arises all (other) things arise. Whence this ‘I’ arises, search
with a keen mind.
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20. KÅœum tanai-viÊÊut tÅnkaØa-vu¿aik kÅœal
KÅœum maná maya-mÅÙ kÅÊchi-tanaik –– kÅÙu-mavan
TÅn kaØa-vu¿ kaœØa-nÅn tan-mudalait tÅn-mudal-páit
TÅn kaØa-vu¿ anØŸiyila dÅl-uyirÅt –– tÅn-karu-dum
21. Tannait-tÅn kÅœal talai-van tanaik-kÅœal
Ennum pannâl-uœmai ennai-enin –– tannait-tÅn
KÅœal-evan tÅnonØ-ŸÅŸ kÅœa-voœÅ dÉÊÊŸalai-vaŸ
KÅœal-evan âœÅdal kÅœevai-yuÙ –– kÅœum
22. Madik-ko¿i dan-dam madik-ku¿ o¿i-rum
Madi-yinai u¿¿e maØakki –– padi-yil
Padit tiØu-dal anØŸip padi-yai madi-yÅl
Madit-tiØu-dal eÙÙgan madi-yÅi –– madi-yila-dÅl
23. NÅ-nenØŸid dÉgam navilÅ duŸak-kattu
NÅ-ninØŸen ØŸÅru navil-vadilai –– nÅnonØŸu
Ezhun-dapin ellÅm ezhu-minda nÅneÙgu
Ezhu-menØŸu nuœ-madi-yÅl eœœa –– nazhu-vum
24. JaØa-vuØal na-nennadu satchit tudi-yÅdu
UØal-a¿ava nÅnonØ-Ÿudik-kum –– iØaiyi-lidu
Chit-jadak granti-bandam j≠va-nuÊpa mei-yagan-dai
Icchamu-sara manam eœœennÉ –– vicchai

25. Urup-paÊÊŸi uœØÅm urup-paÊÊŸi niŸ-kum
Urup-paÊÊŸi uœØu-miga áÙgum –– uru-viÊÊu
Urup-paÊÊŸun tÉdi-nÅl áÊÊam piØik-kum
Uru-vaÊÊŸa pÉi-agan-dai árvÅi –– karu-vÅm
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26. When the ego arises, all things arise with it.
When the ego is not, there is nothing else.
Since the ego thus is everything, to question ‘What is this thing?’
is the extinction of all things.
27. We are‘That’ when ‘I’ has not arisen. Without searching
whence the ‘I’ arises, how to attain the self-extinction where
no ‘I’ arises? Without attaining self-extinction, how to stay in
one’s true state where the Self is ‘That’?
28. Controlling speech and breath and diving deep within oneself
— like one who, to find a thing that has fallen into water,
dives deep down — one must seek out the source whence the
aspiring ego springs.
29. Cease all talk of ‘I’ and search with inward-diving mind whence
the thought of ‘I’ springs up. This is the way of wisdom. To
think instead, “I am not this, but I am That ”, is helpful in the
search, but it is not the search itself.
30. When the mind turns inward seeking ‘Who am I?’ and merges
in the Heart, then the ‘I’ hangs down its head in shame and
the one ‘I’ appears as Itself. Though it appears as ‘I-I’, it is not
the ego. It is reality, perfection, the substance of the Self.
31. For him who is the bliss of Self arising from extinction of the
ego, what is there to do?
He knows nothing other than this Self.
How to conceive the nature of his state?
32. When the Vedas have declared, ‘Thou art That’ (tatvamasi)
— not to seek and find the nature of the Self and abide in It,
but to think ‘I am That, not This’ — is want of strength.
Because That abides forever as the Self.
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26. Ahan-dai uœØÅ-yin anait-tum uœØa-gum
Ahan-dai inØŸÉl inØŸa-nait-tum –– ahan-daiyÉ
YÅvu-mÅm Åda-lÅl yÅdi-denØŸu nÅØalÉ
Üvu-dal yÅvu-mena ár-mudal-pál –– mÉvu-minda
27. NÅ-nudiyÅ du¿¿a-nilai nÅmadu-vÅi u¿¿a-nilai
NÅ-nudik-kum stÅna-madai nÅØa-mal –– nÅnudi-yÅt
Tannizhap-paic chÅrva-devan chÅ-rÅmaŸ tÅnadu-vÅn
Tan-nilai-yil niŸpa-devan chÅÊ-ÊŸudi –– munnar
28. Ezhum-bum ahan-dai ezhu-miØattai n≠ril
Vizhunda poru¿ kÅœa vÉœØi –– muzhugu-dal-pál
Kârnda madiyÅl pÉcchu mâccha-Øakkik koœØu¿¿É
Äzhn-daŸiya vÉœ-Øum aŸi-piœam-pál –– t≠rnduØa-lam
29. NÅ-nenØru vÅyÅl navilÅ-du¿-¿azh manat-tÅl
NÅ-nenØŸeÙ gundu-mena nÅØu-dalÉ –– jñÅna-neŸi
YÅman-ØŸi anØŸi-dunÅ nÅmadu-ven ØŸunnal-tuœai
YÅmadu vichÅra-mÅm Åva-danÅl –– m≠-muŸaiyÉ
30. NÅnÅ rena mana-mu¿ nÅØi-yu¿a naœœavÉ
NÅnÅm avan-talai nÅœa-muŸa –– nÅ-nÅ-nÅt
TánØŸu-monØŸu tÅnÅ-gat tán-ØŸinu-nÅn anØŸu-poru¿
PânØŸa-madu tÅnÅm poru¿ poÙgit –– tán-ØŸavÉ
31. Tannai azhit-tezhunda tan-mayÅ nanda-rukku
Ennai u¿a-don ØŸi-yaÊÊŸu daŸkut –– tannai-yalÅdu
Anni-yam onØŸum aŸiyÅr avar-nilai-mai
Inna-den ØŸunnal evan-paramÅp –– pannum
32. Adu-n≠yen ØŸam-maŸai-ga¿ Årtti-Øavun tannai
Edu-venØŸu tÅn tÉrn-dirÅdu –– adu-nÅn
Idu-van-ØŸen ØŸeœœal-uran inmaiyi-nÅl enØŸum
AduvÉ tÅnÅi amarva-dÅlÉ –– aduvu-malÅdu
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33. To say ‘I do not know myself ’ or ‘I have known myself ’
is cause for laughter. What? Are there two selves,
one to be known by the other? There is but One,
the truth of the experience of all.
34. The natural and true Reality for ever resides in the Heart of
all. Not to realize It there and stay in It but to quarrel: ‘It is’,
‘It is not’, ‘It has form’, ‘It has not form’; ‘It is one’,
‘It is two’, ‘It is neither’ — this is the mischief of maya.
35. To discern and abide in the ever-present Reality is true
attainment. All other attainments are like powers enjoyed in a
dream. When the sleeper wakes, are they real? Those who stay
in the state of truth, having cast off the unreal — will they
ever be deluded?
36. If we think we are the body, then to tell ourselves, ‘No, I am
That’ (aham Brahmasmi), is helpful to abide as That. Yet since
we ever abide as That, why should we always think, ‘I am That?’
Does one ever think to himself, ‘I am a man’?
37. ‘During the search, duality; on attainment, unity’ — this
doctrine too is false. When eagerly he sought himself and later
when he found himself, the tenth man7 in the story was the
tenth man and none else.
38. If we are the doers of deeds, we should reap the fruits they
yield. But when we question, ‘Who am I, the doer of this deed?’
and realize the Self, the sense of agency is lost and the three
karmas8 slip away. And Eternal is this Liberation.
7

Ten men crossed a stream and wanted to make sure they were all safe. In
counting, each one left himself out and found only nine. A passer-by gave each
a blow and made them count the ten blows.
8
See Glossary.
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33. Ennai YaŸiyÉ-nÅn ennai aŸindÉn-nÅn
Ennal nagaip-puk kiØa-œÅgum –– ennai
Tanai-viØaya mÅkka-iru tÅn-uœØá vonØŸÅi
Anai-var-anu bâdi uœmai-yÅlár –– ninai-vaŸavÉ
34. EnØ-Ÿum evark-kum iyal-bÅi u¿a-poru-¿ai
OnØ-Ÿum u¿at-tu¿ uœarndu-nilai –– ninØŸi-ØÅdu
UœØin ØŸuru-varu-ven ØŸon-ØŸiran Øan-ØŸen-ØŸe
Chaœ-Øai-yiØal mÅyaic chazhak-kozhiga –– voœØi-yu¿am
35. Chit-tamÅi u¿poru-¿ait tÉrn-dirut-tal siddi-piŸa
Siddi-yelÅñ chop-pana-mÅr siddiga¿É –– niddi-rai-viÊÊu
ÜrndÅl avai-meiyá uœmai-nilai nin-ØŸu poim-mai
T≠rn-dÅr tiyaÙ-gu-vará tÉrn-dirun≠ –– kârndu-mayal

36. NÅm-uØalen ØŸeœœi-nala nÅmadu-ven ØŸeœœu-madu
NÅm-aduvÅ niŸpa-daŸku naÊÊŸunaiyÉ –– yÅmen-ØŸum
NÅm-aduven ØŸeœ-œuvaØÉ nÅn-mani-dan enØŸe-œumá
NÅm-aduvÅ niŸku-mada nÅl-aŸiyÅ –– dÉmuya-lum
37. SÅdak-katil É-duvitañ sÅddi-yattil addu-vidam
Üdu-kinØŸa vÅda-madum uœmai-yala –– Ådara-vÅit
TÅn-tÉØum kÅlum tanai-aØainda kÅlat-tun
TÅn-dasaman anØŸi-yÅr tÅnvit-tup –– pánØŸa
38. Vinai-mudal nÅmÅ-yin vi¿ai-payan ØŸuyp-pám
Vinai-mudal Åren-ØŸu vinavi –– tanai-yaŸiyak
Kart-tat tuvam-páyk karuma-mân-druÙ kazhalum
Nit-tamÅ mukti nilai-y≠dÉ –– matta-nÅi
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39. Thoughts of bondage and of freedom last only as long as one
feels, ‘I am bound’. When one inquires of oneself, ‘Who am I,
the bound one?’ the Self, Eternal and ever free, remains. The
thought of bondage goes; and with it goes the thought of
freedom too.
40. If asked, ‘Which of these three is final liberation: With form,
without form, or with and without form?’ I say, “Liberation is
the extinction of the ego which enquires ‘with form, without
form, or with and without-form’?”

This work, Ulladu Narpadu, which Sri Ramana in his grace
(composed and) linked as one kalivenba is the Light which reveals
Reality.9

9

These concluding lines were composed by Muruganar.
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39. Bhadda-nÅn ennu-maÊÊÉ banda-mukti chin-tanai-ga¿
Bhaddan Åren-ØŸu tan-naip pÅrk-kuÙ-gÅl –– cidda-mÅi
Nitta-muktan tÅniŸka niŸkÅdÉr banda-chindai
Muktti-chindai mun-niŸkumá manat-tukku –– ottÅÙgu

40. Uruvam aruvam uruva-ru-vam mân-ØŸÅm
UŸu-mutti ennil uraip-pan –– uru-vam
Aru-vam uru-varu-vam Åyum ahandai
Uru-vazhidan mukti uœa-r≠du –– aru¿ Ramaœan

U¿¿adu nÅŸpadum onØŸu-kali veœbÅ-vÅm
U¿¿adu kÅÊÊum o¿i.

